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Current Resumption Status of Civil Jury Trials in New York State  

 

Appellate Division 
Department 

County of New York 
State 

Status of Civil 
Jury Trial 

Limitations 

First 

Bronx Resumed Only two-party cases allowed. 

New York County Resumed 
No limitations. Following regular procedure. Approximately 

four civil jury trials are held per week. 

Second 

Dutchess Resumed Only one trial held at a time. 

Kings Resumed No limitations. Following regular procedure. 

Nassau Resumed 
Only one trial held at a time. Only cases including two or 

three parties are allowed. 

Orange Resumed 
Currently one trial scheduled per week. County does have 

permission to have two jury trials held consecutively. 

Putnam Resumed 

No civil jury trials have been held at this time, but some are 
scheduled to begin in the upcoming weeks. For a trial to be 
scheduled, must be approved by the administrative judge. 

Only allowed a limited number of days to hold trial. 

Queens Resumed Only having re-trials in person. 

Richmond Resumed No limitations. Following regular procedure. 

Rockland Resumed Only one trial held at a time. 

Suffolk Resumed Only one trial held per week. 

Westchester Not yet resumed 
No estimated resumption dates for civil jury trials  

at this time. 

 
 
 
 
 

Albany Resumed Only one trial held per week. 

Broome Resumed No limitations. Following regular procedure. 

Chemung Resumed None currently scheduled at this time. 
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Third 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Third (cont’d) 

Chenango Resumed 
Need approval from the Office of Court Administration to 

schedule civil jury trials. 

Clinton Resumed  

Columbia Resumed 
Limiting how many trials are scheduled per term. Civil jury 

trials are scheduled through the end of 2021. 

Cortland Resumed No limitations. Following regular procedure. 

Delaware Not yet resumed Civil jury trials scheduled to begin in June. 

Essex Not yet resumed Civil jury trials scheduled to begin in May. 

Franklin Resumed No limitations. Following regular procedure. 

Fulton Resumed 
Civil jury trials scheduled to begin in June. Due to courtroom 

capacity limitations, only one trial is held at a time. 

Greene Resumed 
Limitations on number of defendants to be scheduled for 

civil jury trials. 

Hamilton Not yet resumed 
No estimated resumption dates for civil jury trials at this 

time. 

Madison Not yet resumed 

County has obtained an administrative order granting 
approval to begin scheduling civil jury trials, but none have 

been held at this time. Trials are estimated to resume in 
June. 

Montgomery Resumed Only one trial held at a time. 

Otsego Resumed 
Civil jury trial cases with multiple defendants are likely to be 

scheduled later than two party cases. 

Rensselaer Resumed None currently scheduled at this time. 

St. Lawrence Resumed 
Supreme Civil Court jury trials have resumed. City court trials 

have not yet resumed. 

Saratoga Resumed 
Judge will make ultimate decision regarding which civil jury 

trial cases are scheduled. Only one trial held at a time. 

Schenectady Resumed 
Multiple party cases are allowed depending on space 

available. 

Schoharie Not yet resumed 
Only local court has begun scheduling civil jury trials. 

Supreme civil court has not yet resumed in the county. No 
estimated resumption date at this time. 
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Schuyler Resumed No limitations. Following regular procedure. 

Sullivan Resumed No limitations. Following regular procedure. 

Tioga Resumed Only one trial held per week. 

Tompkins Resumed No civil jury trials scheduled at this time. 

Ulster Resumed Only two-party cases allowed. 

Warren Resumed No limitations. Following regular procedure. 

Washington Resumed 

No civil jury trials have been held at this time, but some are 
scheduled to begin in the upcoming weeks. Court is limited 
to one criminal trial and one civil trial running concurrently. 

Multi-party cases are limited as the maximum persons 
allowed in each courtroom is 20. 

 
 

Fourth 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fourth (cont’d) 

Allegany Not yet resumed 
No estimated resumption dates for civil jury trials at this 

time. 

Cattaraugus Resumed 
Only one trial per month. Each civil jury trial is held on the 

second Tuesday of each month. 

Cayuga Resumed No civil jury trials scheduled at this time. 

Chautauqua  Resumed No civil jury trials scheduled at this time. 

Erie  Not yet resumed No estimated resumption dates  
for civil jury trials at this time. 

Genesee Not yet resumed No estimated resumption dates for civil jury trials at this 
time. County is likely to begin holding criminal trials prior to 

civil. One trial will be held at a time.  

Herkimer Resumed Civil jury trials are only held based on approval by judge. 

Jefferson Resumed No limitations. Following regular procedure. 

Lewis Not yet resumed No estimated resumption dates for civil jury trials at this 
time. Resumption of trials is based on the approval of the 

district administrative judge. 

Livingston Resumed Only one trial held at a time. 

Monroe Resumed No civil jury trials scheduled at this time. 
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Niagara Resumed Only one civil trial scheduled at a time and one scheduled 
every two weeks. 

Oneida  Not yet resumed No estimated resumption dates for civil jury trials at this 
time. 

Onondaga Resumed Only one trial held per week. 

Ontario Resumed No civil jury trials scheduled at this time. 

Orleans Not yet resumed Civil jury trials have not yet resumed, but district court did 
provide county with approval to begin scheduling. 

Scheduling civil trials depends on if the court is especially 
busy as the county is only allowed to hold one civil and one 
criminal trial per month. Civil trials are limited to cases that 

would take one week at most to resolve. 

Oswego Resumed Civil jury trials can be scheduled after receiving approval 
from the District Office. 

Seneca  Resumed No civil jury trials scheduled at this time. 

Steuben Resumed Judge will make ultimate decision regarding which civil jury 
trial cases are scheduled. Only one trial held per week. 

Wayne Resumed Civil jury trial scheduled to be held in the upcoming weeks. 

Wyoming Not yet resumed Beginning to schedule civil jury trials but have not yet 
resumed at this time. 

Yates  Resumed No civil jury trials scheduled at this time. 

 
 

  


